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PLANNING COMMISSION NOTICE AND AGENDA
THE SPRINGDALE PLANNING COMMISSION WILL HOLD A REGULAR MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16, 2019, AT SPRINGDALE TOWN HALL,
118 LION BLVD., SPRINGDALE, UT.
THE MEETING WILL BEGIN AT 5:00 PM.
** Amended agenda adds minutes from December 5, 2018 to Item B1 below

Approval of agenda
Commission discussion and announcements
A. Action Items
1. Public Hearing: Zone Change Request - Majestic View Lodge requests a zone change from Valley
Residential (VR) to Village Commercial (VC) on parcel S-144-NP, 2.5 acres located immediately
south of the Majestic View Lodge – Sam Patel
2. Continued discussion from December 5, 2018: Residential Design/Development Review Residential development on a high visual impact lot, Kinesava Lot 15 – Ihnsouk Guim
3. Continued discussion from December 5, 2018: Design/Development Review – Employee housing
building at 198 Zion Park Boulevard – Dennis Brooks
4. Consideration and possible recommendation of the General Plan priorities for 2019
5. Nomination and recommendation for the 2019 Planning Commission Chair and Vice Chair
B.
C.

Consent Agenda
1. **Minutes: December 5, 2018 and January 2, 2019
Adjourn

This notice is provided as a courtesy to the community and is not the official notice for this meeting/hearing. This
notice is not required by town ordinance or policy. Failure of the Town to provide this notice or failure of a
property owner, resident, or other interested party to receive this notice does not constitute a violation of the
Town’s noticing requirements or policies.
If you have questions regarding any of the agenda items, or other community development comments, please
contact the Community Development staff at 435-772-3434 or dcd@infowest.com.
The Town of Springdale complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act by providing accommodations and
auxiliary communicative aids and services for all those citizens in need of assistance. Persons requesting these
accommodations for Town sponsored public meetings, services, programs, or events should call Springdale
Town Clerk Darci Carlson (435.772.3434) at least 24 hours before the meeting.
Packet materials for agenda items will be available here:
https://www.springdaletown.com/AgendaCenter/Planning-Commission-7

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
January 11, 2019
January 16, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting
Zone Change Request: Majestic View Lodge, Parcel S-144-NP

Overview
The Majestic View Lodge has requested a zone change on parcel S-144-NP, a 2.5-acre property on the east
side of SR-9, immediately south of the Majestic View Lodge. The property is currently zoned Valley
Residential (VR). The requested zone is Village Commercial (VC).
The property is located immediately adjacent to the public parking pull-out area on SR-9 at the south end of
Town. The property has a large flat area, measuring approximately 1.5 acres, which is situated about 10
feet below the SR-9/parking area elevation. This is the most developable area of the property. The
remainder of the property (approximately one acre) is a steep slope, sloping down to the east. The property
has historically been used as a single-family residence. During the SR-9 reconstruction project the property
was used as a construction staging area.
The property is designated “Agricultural Residential” on the Town’s Future Land Use Map, with the note
that a “Town Welcome/Information Center and parking area” are potential uses on the property1. The
General Plan defines the Transition Residential land use designation as follows:
These are areas of historic and continuing agricultural use, with integrated residential uses. These areas may
feature single family residences surrounded by large fields, pastures, and orchards. Farm animals such as
horses, cows, and goats are found in this area and should continue to be allowed. This area should continue
to be a mix of residential uses and agricultural uses. Gardens and orchards are encouraged at individual
residences. This area should help maintain the rural and agrarian feel of the community, especially along SR9.
Suggested Uses: Open space, agriculture, low density residential (single family: 1 unit per 0.75 acre; and
duplex: 2 units per 0.75 acre).

The applicant proposes to develop the property with a mixed-use development of long-term residential
rental units, transient lodging units, commercial/retail spaces, and a welcome/information center. The
applicant has included a conceptual site plan showing how the property could be developed to
accommodate all these uses. As shown on the conceptual site plan, there are three proposed mixed-use
buildings, a welcome center, and other associated improvements. All development is located on the flat
upper portion of the property. The steep slopes on the back portion of the property contain no proposed
development, with the exception of a walking path that loops through the property.

1

The Commission should be aware that theTown is not obligated to approve or deny zone change requests based
solely on the property’s land use designation shown on the Future Land Use Map. Section 10-3-2(B) of the Town Code
clarifies the impact of the Future Land Use Map. In addition to the Future Land Use Map designation the Commission
should consider other General Plan objectives and policies that relate to the proposed zone change.
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In addition to development on the subject property, the applicant has expressed desire to develop longterm residential rental units on parcel S-69-B (the property directly west of the Silver Bear rock shop that
currently is developed with a white brick residential unit). Details on regarding development on this
property have not been provided. The applicant envisions a total of between 15 and 20 affordable longterm residential rental units distributed between the parcel S-144-NP (subject parcel) and parcel S-69-B.
The applicant envisions between 45 and 50 lodging units on the subject parcel.
The requested Village Commercial zone allows one lodging unit per 4,000 square feet of lot area. According
to this standard, at 2.5 acres the subject property would be allowed approximately 27 lodging units. The
applicant recognizes the number of requested lodging units exceeds what the requested VC zone would
allow on the property. The applicant has expressed interest in a development agreement in addition to the
zone change. The applicant’s requested development agreement would allow additional lodging units in
exchange for the affordable housing units which are proposed to be constructed on both the subject
property and parcel S-69-B.
Staff notes that section 10-1-13(B) allows the Town to increase density (units/acre) on a property through a
development agreement. However, that increase is limited to 20% over the zone standard. Thus, even
through a development agreement the Town could only allow 20% more lodging units on the property than
the VC zone typically allows. In this case the maximum increase in hotel unit density would be 20% of 27, or
five units. The total maximum lodging units allowed on the property, even with a development agreement,
would be 32.
Staff further notes that the applicant has not submitted details on the proposed development agreement.
The applicant’s submittal only addresses the zone change. If the zone change request is granted the
applicant would need to make a subsequent application for a development agreement. Since an application
for a development agreement has not been made at this point, the Commission should confine its review
and analysis to the merits of the zone change application itself.
Applicable Code Sections
The Commission may wish to review the following code sections prior to the meeting:
1. 10-3-2: Amendments
2. 10-1-2: Purpose
3. General Plan
Staff Analysis
According to section 10-3-2(A) of the Town Code, it is the policy of the Town not to make zone changes,
except in three specific instances: 1) to promote more fully the objectives and purposes of the land use
ordinance and general plan, 2) to correct manifest errors, or 3) to accommodate substantial changes in
conditions. Thus, at least one of these three criteria must be met for the Commission to recommend
favorably on the applicant’s request.
The applicant’s submittal states the proposed zone change will promote the objectives and purposes of the
General Plan and will accommodate substantial changes in conditions by doing the following.
1) The project will include a welcome center that will provide introductory information and
assistance to visitors. This will help visitors be better equipped to deal with parking regulations.
It will also give them introductory information about Zion National Park. (See FLUM indicating
the subject property could be developed as a welcome center)
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2) The project will provide affordable housing. The applicant has indicated the project will provide
between 15 and 20 housing units affordable to employees of Springdale businesses. (See GP
Objective 5.2.1, Strategies 5.2.1.b and 5.2.2.a)
3) The project will provide retail space for local entrepreneurs and start-up businesses, thereby
fostering local business. (See GP Objective 4.1.1)
4) The project will be designed consistent with the village atmosphere and village scale. (See GP
Chapter 2, specifically Objective 2.1.1)
The General Plan contains myriad objectives and strategies. When applied to a specific project on a specific
property, some of the goals and objectives of the General Plan may appear to be in conflict with each other.
Such is the case with the subject property. The goals and objectives listed above could support the
applicant’s request. However, in addition to the General Plan goals and objectives discussed above, staff
recommends the Commission consider the following policies from the General Plan which do not support
the applicant’s request.
Strategy 3.1.1.b. “Evaluate all requests of rezoning, planned development overlay projects,
development agreements and other similar development proposals based on the need to maintain
a sustainable level of development.”
Objective 3.2.1. “To the greatest extent possible, avoid rezoning properties from residential to
commercial.”
Strategy 3.2.1.a. “Allow changes to current Springdale Zoning Map only if changes are clearly
consistent with the Future Land Use Map.”
Strategy 13.1.1.a. “Approve zone change requests, ordinance amendments, variances, and
conditional use permits only if they conform to the Future Land Use Map, as well as all other
established review criteria.”
These strategies suggest the town should be cautious in approving zone changes, particularly those that
change residential zoning to commercial. The Town should be cautious in approving zone changes that
increase the amount of potential development in Springdale to an unsustainable level. The Town should
only make such changes to zoning if they are clearly consistent with both the Future Land Use Map and
General Plan policies.
The General Plan also contains strategies specifically addressing new lodging development. Since a
significant portion of the proposed development is new lodging, the Commission should determine if the
lodging development allowed by the proposed zone change is consistent with the General Plan vision for
new lodging development (see GP Objective 3.1.3). The General Plan encourage the Town to provide
“attractive, memorable, and unique lodging that complements the visitor’s experience in Zion Canyon and
Zion National Park.” The General Plan encourages “boutique hotels, bed and breakfasts, and other similar
lodging establishments that help promote the village atmosphere and small-town scale.” Other than the
conceptual site plan, the applicant has not provided details on the type of lodging proposed in the
development. The Commission may wish to discuss details of the lodging development with the applicant
to determine if the proposed lodging will promote Springdale’s unique village atmosphere.
Summary
The Commission should decide if the mixed-use lodging/affordable residential/commercial development as
proposed by the applicant is more consistent with the goals and objectives of the General Plan and the
3

vision of the Agricultural Residential FLUM land use designation than potential development allowed by the
current VR zone. In other words, what will do a better job of fulfilling the vision of the General Plan:
development as proposed by the applicant, or development allowed under the current VR zone?
Public Comment
Staff has not received any public comment on the proposed zone change. Staff will forward any public
comments received prior to the meeting.
Staff Recommendation
The Commission should consider whether or not the proposed zone change will promote the purposes and
objectives of the General Plan, specifically those dealing with the style, intensity, and type of future
development envisioned for the subject property. If the Commission finds the proposal will do so, then the
Commission should recommend approval of the zone change. If the Commission finds the proposal will not
promote these purpose and objectives, then the Commission should recommend denial of the zone
change.
Whatever decision the Commission makes should be based on specific findings. These findings should be
based on the potential impacts of development of the property as presented in the applicant’s submittal
versus development of the property under the current VR zone. The Commission can use the following
ideas to help inform the findings:
-

-

Is the location of the property suitable for a mixed-use lodging/retail/residential development and
welcome center?
What are the likely impacts of the proposed development on traffic? Is the surrounding
transportation network capable of handling these impacts?
What are the likely impacts of the proposed development on adjacent and nearby properties
(noise, lighting, visual impact, etc.)? Will these impacts significantly impact the village atmosphere
of the area?
Will the proposed development help the Town achieve significant goals identified in the General
Plan?
Does the zone change request meet one of the three criteria listed in section 10-3-2(A) of the Town
Code, and which are required to justify a zone change? (The three criteria are: promotes General
Plan, corrects manifest errors, accommodates substantial changes in conditions.)

Sample Motion
The Planning Commission recommends APPROVAL / DENIAL of the zone change on parcel S-144-NP as
presented in the application. The motion is based on the following findings:
[List Findings]
Note: If the Commission desires to recommend approval, and if the Commission decides to restrict the
extent and intensity of development to what is shown in the applicant’s submittal, the Commission should
require the applicant to enter into a development that specifies the style, scale, and extent of future
development allowed on the property.
Attachments:
1. Current Zone Map
2. Future Land Use Map
3. Applicant’s submittal
4
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118 Lion Blvd PO Box 187 Springdale UT 84767 435-772-3434

fax 435-772-3952

APPLICATION FOR ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
File #_____________________
Brief Description of Project:____________________________________________________
Application Date:___________ Completed File Date:___________ Review Date:_________
Notes:_____________________________________________________________________
Authorization:__________________________________________________ Revised 07/07
Application is hereby made to the Planning Commission and Town Council of Springdale,
Utah for a zone map amendment pursuant to Section 10-3-2 of the Springdale Town Code
for the following:
APPLICANT INFORMATION:
Sam Patel on behalf of Springdale Lodging, LLC dba Majestic View Lodge
Name:__________________________________________________________________
Street
~2381 Zion Park Blvd., Springdale, UT 84767
Address:_________________________________________________________________
Mailing
162 North 400 East, Suite A-204, Saint George, UT 84770
Address:_________________________________________________________________
Email
spatel@clarksonlegal.com
Address:_________________________________________________________________
Phones
435-868-4510 (Business)____________
435-634-1940
(Home)___________ (Cell)_
_ (Fax)____________
SITE INFORMATION
Project Address
(or location
~2381 Zion Park Blvd., Springdale, UT 84767
description):______________________________________________________________
Tax Code Number(s):_______________________________________________________
S-144-NP
Property Size (acres):________________________________________________________
2.50 Acres
Valley Residential (VR)
Current Zone: ___________________
Valley Residential (VR)
General Plan Map Designation: ______________________
Requested Zone: ____________________
Valley Commercial (VC)
APPLICATION FEE
Non-refundable fee of $1,000.00 must be paid to the Town at the time this application is
filed.

(1)

ZONE AMENDMENT JUSTIFICATION
For the purpose of establishing and maintaining sound, stable and desirable development
within the town, it is declared to be the public policy that amendments shall not be made to
this title and map except to promote more fully the objectives and purposes of this title and
the general plan, to correct manifest errors or to accommodate substantial changes in
conditions. (section 10-3-2 of the Town Code)
Please attach separate sheet(s), on 8.5” x 11” paper, detailing how your request either:
1) promotes more fully the objectives and purposes of the zoning code and general
plan,
2) corrects manifest errors, or
3) accommodates substantial changes in conditions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please attach all additional supporting information necessary to support your request. Such
information should include, but is not limited to:
1. A plot map showing the area of the requested zone change.
2. A vicinity map showing the zoning of the all adjacent properties and properties in
the general area.
3. A conceptual site plan showing proposed development on the rezoned property.
APPLICANT CERTIFICATION
I certify that the information contained in this application is true and correct.
Printed Name: ______________________________________________
Sam Patel
Signature:

______________________________________________

Date:

January 1, 2019
__________________

(2)

Sam Patel
Springdale Lodging, LLC
162 North 400 East, Suite A-204,
Saint George, UT 84770
spatel@clarksonlegal.com
January 1, 2019
Town of Springdale
118 Lion Blvd
Springdale, UT 84767
To Whom It May Concern:
Sam Patel on behalf of Springdale Lodging, LLC dba Majestic View Lodge (“MVL”) hereby
requests for a zone change from Valley Residential (VR) to Valley Commercial (VC) on parcel S144-NP. The requested zone change would allow for the construction of a mix-use development
on the property (“South Town Project”). This mix-use would include a welcome center,
affordable long-term rentals, retail space, parking area, and lodging units on the 2.50-acre
parcel.
Currently, Majestic View Lodges’ existing site sits directly to the north and west across
SR-9 from S-144-NP in a Valley Commercial Zone on a 6.67-acre parcel. The parcel directly to
the south of S-144-NP is residential property owned by Sanctuary Ranch, LLC. Sanctuary Ranch,
LLC recently opened Rosita’s Santa Fe Kitchen on the two parcels south of S-144-N. The land
directly to the east of S-144-N is a 10.28-acre residential parcel. Four parcels to the north are
Canyon Vista B&B.
South Town Project has many different key aspects that are aimed to promote the goals
and objectives of the town’s General Plan and also accommodates substantial changes in
condition.
First, South Town Project will build a “Welcome Center” on S-144-N that will be staffed
and operated by MVL. The “Welcome Center” will provide many different roles for our
community. The center can help educate the visitors about rules and regulations of our town,
including where to park and where not to park before they get into town. I believe that by
educating visitors of our community we can relieve or reduce some of the issues that local
residents and businesses face. Further, the center can provide information to visitors about our
community and give them valuable information about the national park. The center will also
provide public restrooms. MVL and Springdale City can work together to make the Welcome
Center as efficient and effective as possible.
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Second, South Town Project will include affordable long-term rentals that are aimed to
help our community. As a business in the community, we recognize the importance of
affordable housing in Springdale giving the ability for the people who support our community
to live in our community. We see there is an increasing need for staff in our town, however, the
demand for affordable housing is not being met. People are having to travel from farther and
farther away just to take care of the town and park but are not able to be apart of our
community. We as a community need to give them an opportunity to be a member of this
community and live here. South Town Project is aimed to help this goal by creating long-term
rental units that will help bring the community back together. By doing this, we are helping the
environment by reducing the pollution in the air, decreasing traffic on SR-9 since employees will
no longer be driving into and out of town, and reducing the noise on SR-9 since employee will
not have to travel from far cities such as Hurricane, La Verkin, and even Cedar City to get to
work. This will add to the town’s unique village atmosphere with the reduced number of motor
vehicles in town. Instead, employees will be able to use other methods of transportation to get
to work such as walking, biking or even using the shuttle system. These units allow the
opportunity for people to live and work in the same area, furthering a pedestrian oriented town
and reducing the need for commuting by vehicle. In addition, if permitted, MVL will also add
more affordable long-term rental units on parcel S-69-B as part of the South Town Project.
South Town Project is a great step towards recognizing those members of our community who
are the body of this town.
Third, South Town Project will have some retail space for local entrepreneurs who
would like to start a small business with little capital. Our community has created an artificial
barrier to local talented entrepreneurs because the cost of a start-up in Springdale is extremely
expensive, from land cost to building development, whereby many talented individuals are
excluded from doing business in our community. South Town Project can provide retail spaces
which can be leased to local entrepreneurs which will allow talented individuals from our
community to be a part of the community and provide a niche for the community. South Town
Project will give the individual who wants to start a small business an opportunity to conduct
business in our community. This fits perfectly whereas the town wishes to create an
environment in which businesses can prosper, particularly small, local, and independently
owned businesses.
Lastly, additional lodging units would be developed as part of the South Town Project.
Lodging units are necessary to make the South Town Project possible. The additional units will
help justify getting a loan from a lender to fund this project. Further, the units will help
subsidize the operation of the welcome center, affordable long-term rentals, and provide the
ability to create retail space.
Additionally, General Plan Future Land Use Map has identified S-144-NP as a potential
site for Town Welcome/Information Center and Parking Area. South Town Project fits perfectly
within that plan with the proposed development outlined above.
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Some of our goals with the South Town Project are to preserve important views and
create a low-profile building that reduces the project’s visual impact from SR-9. The property
currently sits below road grade. The development will be built on the lower grade which will
reduce the visual impact from SR-9. We would also like to incorporate and reflect the village
atmosphere of Springdale in the South Town Project. By doing this, the project will protect and
promote its unique character and atmosphere. This project will reflect the community’s
heritage, identity, and surrounding natural environment. Our design team will focus on natural
features, vegetation, and views of Zion Canyon which will be maintained as much as possible.
Lastly, South Town Project will not interfere with the lawful use of surrounding
properties. The property is currently surrounded by Majestic View Lodges’ existing property
and some undeveloped residential properties. This development will not unreasonably
interfere with the lawful use of these surrounding properties identified above.
Thank you for your time and consideration of the South Town Project.

Sincerely,

Sam Patel, Esq.
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Tom Dansie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sam Patel <spatel@clarksonlegal.com>
Monday, January 7, 2019 2:32 PM
tdansie@springdaletown.com
planner@springdaletown.com
RE: Majestic View Lodge

Hi Tom,
I will plan on attending the meeting as well as people from the design team to address any questions that might arise.





Originally, when we met I was planning for 60 lodging units. However, with the intended mix-used development
I was thinking to cut it down to 45-50 units.
Conditionally, I am looking to do between 15-20 between both parcels S-144-NP and S-69-B. The reason I say
conditionally because this might change due to site restrictions or town code which might not allow the size of
the building we are intending to develop. Preliminarily, based on what we have looked up we could do between
15-20. We will maximize the number of units as much as possible during the design phase of this project.
Conditionally, I intend to make the units affordable defined by Town Code. The reason I say conditionally here as
well is that everything with this project is dependent on another factor. For example, the number of lodging
units will ultimately determine how affordable we can make the long-term rentals since the lodging units will
subsidize for the lower rent. The more lodging units the lower we could do on rent for the affordable house.

I hope that helps.
Sam Patel
Attorney

162 North 400 East, Suite A-204 | P.O. Box 1630 | St. George, Utah 84771
Telephone: 435.634.1940 | Facsimile: 435.634.1942
spatel@clarksonlegal.com | Licensed in Utah| www.clarksonlegal.com

From: Tom Dansie [mailto:dcd@infowest.com] On Behalf Of tdansie@springdaletown.com
Sent: Monday, January 7, 2019 12:21 PM
To: Sam Patel; tdansie@springdaletown.com
Cc: planner@springdaletown.com
Subject: RE: Majestic View Lodge
SamWe have scheduled a public hearing at the Planning Commission for your zone change application on Wednesday,
January 16 at 5:00pm.
I have been over your application and have a few questions for you.
-

How many transient lodging units do you intend to develop on the property?
How many long-term residential rental units do you intend to develop on the property?
1

-

Your application talks about affordable rental units. Do you plan to make the units affordable as defined by
Town Code (only rented to individuals/households at or below the Area Median Income for Washington County,
with rent limited to 30% of that individual/household’s gross monthly income)? Or are you using the term
“affordable” to simply mean lower cost housing, but not formally restricted or regulated as affordable?

Let me know if you can provide any info regarding these issues.
Thanks!
Tom

THOMAS DANSIE, AICP
Director of Community Development
435.772.3434 x306
tdansie@springdaletown.com
www.springdaletown.com

From: Sam Patel <spatel@clarksonlegal.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 2, 2019 3:53 PM
To: tdansie@springdaletown.com
Cc: planner@springdaletown.com
Subject: RE: Majestic View Lodge
Hi Tom,
Please see the attached application and supporting documents. Also, I have attached the receipt for the $1,000.00 that
was paid today. Thank you for your help and guidance.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sam Patel
Attorney

162 North 400 East, Suite A-204 | P.O. Box 1630 | St. George, Utah 84771
Telephone: 435.634.1940 | Facsimile: 435.634.1942
spatel@clarksonlegal.com | Licensed in Utah| www.clarksonlegal.com

From: Tom Dansie [mailto:dcd@infowest.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 2, 2019 11:40 AM
To: Sam Patel; tdansie@springdaletown.com
Cc: planner@springdaletown.com
Subject: RE: Majestic View Lodge
Electronic copy is fine. Thanks.
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Memorandum
To:
Planning Commission
From:
Sophie Frankenburg, Associate Planner
Date:
January 9, 2019
Re:
January 16, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting
Design / Development Review – Kinesava, Lot 15
Overview
Ihnsouk Guim has requested a Design/Development Review for a new residence on Lot 15 of the
Kinesava Ranch subdivision. The property is approximately 1.02 acres and is located on a ridgeline in the
Foothill Residential (FR) zone. The lot is considered both a “High Visual Impact” lot and a “View
Obstructing Lot”. The proposed development includes a detached garage near the road with the house
set further back on the lot. Development in the Kinesava Ranch subdivision is governed by the terms of a
Special Exception permit, special fire protection standards for the subdivision, and the underlying
zoning.
Applicable Ordinances
The Commission should review the following code chapters or sections:
1. Chapter 10-9A: Foothill Residential Zone
2. Chapter 10-15: Design / Development Review
3. Kinesava Special Exception Permit
4. Kinesava Fire Protection Standards
Staff Analysis in Conjunction with the Kinesava Special Exceptions Permit
Permitted lot coverage shall be varied from twenty-five percent (25%) of net developable acreage to
twenty percent (20%) of total lot size.
The total lot area is 44,372 square feet. The Proposed development is under the 20% of total lot size
allowed at 2,296 square feet of coverage.
The building pad shall be limited on the southeast by the limits of the existing pad or a horizontal
dimension of eighteen feet measure due northwest from a yellow cap survey pin existing on the ridge.
Said pad should be limited to the northwest by the boulder on the southwest slope and the large rock
adjacent to and southeast of the two prominent junipers on the ridgeline.
The proposed development sits 18 feet from the survey pin on the east ridgeline, between the boulder
and large rock on the southwest slope, and the two prominent junipers on the northern ridgeline. These
features are shown on the site plan to demonstrate compliance with this requirement.
Roof lines shall parallel the existing slope grades to within five degrees.
The proposed house has a flat membrane style roof. The existing grades on the building pad are flat. The
slopes surrounding the building pad are steep, well in excess of 30 percent. Slopes average 45% on the
south side if the building pad, and over 60% on the north side of the building pad.
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If the intent of this standard is for the roof line of the home to parallel the existing grade immediately
underneath the structure to within five degrees then the proposed design complies with this standard,
since the existing grade immediately under the home is flat.
If the intent of the standard is for the roof line to reflect the existing slope grades on the sides of the
building pad, then roof line would need to be pitched. To parallel the slope on the south side of the
building pad to within five degrees, the roof line would need to be pitched at 5:12 to 6:12. To parallel
the slope on the north side of the building pad to within five degrees the roof line would need a 7:12 to
8:12 pitch 1.
The Commission should determine if the intent of this standard is for the roof line of the structure to
parallel the grades underneath the structure, or adjacent to the structure. If the Commission determines
the standard references grades underneath the structure then the proposed design complies with the
standard. If the standard references grades adjacent to the structure then the design does not comply.
The vertical distance from the yellow survey pin on the southeast pad limit to the eave of the structure
will not exceed eight feet.
The applicant has submitted a drawing showing the vertical distance from the survey pin to the bottom
of the roof eave being eight feet.
The vertical distance from the contact grades on the northeast and southeast slope measured to the
structure roof eave adjacent to the existing grade shall not exceed ten feet.
The applicant has submitted a drawing showing the vertical distance from building pad to the bottom of
the roof eave being ten feet.
No Structure gable end shall face southeast, northeast or southwest unless the applicant can
demonstrate that such a gable end results in a lesser visual impact from SR-9.
Does not apply to the proposed design. The roof does not contain any gables.
Excavations below the “Proposed Pad or Construction Limit” are allowed, providing that they do not
result in increases in structure visibility from northeast, southeast, and southwest slope.
There is no excavation below the proposed pad. There will be a small amount of excavation on the
southeast corner of the that will be lowered to meet the finishing floor height of 3,943 feet which is the
same elevation as the proposed pad. The southern slope will be restored to the pre-cut grade with fill in
attempt to bring the southwestern part of the structure up to the finished floor elevation of 3,943.
All portions not restricted in height by these provisions shall comply with Exhibit F.
Due to the designation of this lot as a High Visual Impact Lot, the development must be under 20 feet in
height. The proposed home, at the highest point, is 15 feet high, measured from the proposed pad.
To mitigate visual impact of structures, (i) the south, east and north elevations shall appear as one story,
(ii) roof design shall introduce a geometry and scale which reestablishes the contours of the surrounding
hillsides, (iii) preservation of trees is imperative (no more than four small trees shall be removed).
(i)
The entirety of the proposed home is one level.
1

Roof pitch calculations:
Slope grade of 45%: ArcTan (0.45)=24.3°, 5:12 pitch=22.6°, 6:12 pitch= 26.6°
Slope grade of 60%: ArcTan (0.60)=31.0°, 7:12 pitch=30.3°, 8:12 pitch=33.7°
2

(ii)
(iii)

The roof design is a flat membrane style. It does not contain a pitch, gable style roof.
According to the applicant this roof style has been selected to mitigate the visual impact the
home will have.
The applicant has decided to remove one juniper tree from the ridgeling. The proposed
plans indicate four new trees to be planted. The applicant will have to verify that at least
two of those trees will be that of a similar species to the Juniper tree being removed.

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Commission make specific findings regarding the proposed development as
follows:
1. Does the proposed development meet the standards for the FR zone?
a. Does the proposed structure meet requirements for high visual impact and view
obstructing lots?
2. Does the proposed development comply with the requirements of the Kinesava Special
Exception Permit?
If the commission approves the development, staff recommends the following conditions:
1. The applicant must verify exterior colors and materials for the structure on the Town’s color
palette prior to the issuance of a building permit.
2. The applicant must provide details of outdoor lighting to the DCD prior to a building permit
being issued.
3. The applicant must provide a detailed landscaping plan including a detailed plan for the Green
Roof to DCD for approval.
Sample Motion Language
The Planning Commission APPROVES / DENIES the residential Design/Development Review for Kinesava
Lot 15. The motion is based on the following findings:
List Findings
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Memorandum
To:
Planning Commission
From:
Sophie Frankenburg, Associate Planner
Date:
November 28, 2018
Re:
December 5, 2018 Planning Commission Meeting
Design / Development Review – Kinesava, Lot 15
Overview
Ihnsouk Guim has requested a Design/Development Review for a new residence on Lot 15 of the
Kinesava Ranch subdivision. The property is approximately 1.02 acres and is located on a ridgeline in the
Foothill Residential (FR) zone. The lot is considered a “High Visual Impact” lot. The proposed
development includes a detached garage near the road with the house set further back on the lot.
Development in the Kinesava Ranch subdivision is governed by the terms of a Special Exception permit,
special fire protection standards for the subdivision, and the underlying zoning.
Applicable Ordinances
The Commission should review the following code chapters or sections:
1. Chapter 10-9A: Foothill Residential Zone
2. Chapter 10-15: Design / Development Review
3. Kinesava Special Exception Permit
4. Kinesava Fire Protection Standards
Staff Analysis
Lot Area
The lot measures 44,670.68 square feet. This is less than the two-acre minimum in the FR-2 zone.
However, the lot was created prior to 1992 and is thus a legal building lot despite its sub-standard size
(see section 10-9A-6). Further, the Kinesava Special Exception allows the lot at its current size
High Visual Impact Lot
As mentioned above, the lot is determined to be a “high visual impact” lot. This means the development
of the lot has the potential to be seen from various locations on the valley floor and SR9. The Town Code
contains additional design standards for high visual impact lots (see section 10-9A-13(B)). These
standards require a combination of reduced building height, building placement and orientation, and
landscaping to incorporate the building into its natural surroundings.
The applicant has limited the building height to 17 feet, incorporated natural boulders, trees, and
outcrops into their site plan, and has decreased glass percentages to meet the 25% coverage as required
by the Town Code (section 10-9A-13(B)).
Setbacks
The FR zone requires setbacks averaging 30 feet, with no single setback being less than 20 feet. The
special exception permit also regulates where the structure must be placed relative to natural features
on the lot. The structure meets the required setbacks and location standards established in the special
exception.
1

Building Size
The maximum building size allowed by the FR zone is 5,000 square feet, including the garage and all
covered porches and patios. The proposed development measures 2,256 square feet in area. This
measurement includes 160 square feet of building size “penalty” based on section 10-9A-10(C)(1), which
requires that any portion of a building placed on fill grade that exceeds four feet shall be counted as
additional building square footage equaling the main floor square footage. The development is within
the maximum building size allowed.
Building Height
Building height for “High Visual Impact” lot is 20 feet. The home is approximately 17 feet in height at the
highest point, as measured from existing grade.
The special exception permit suggests the roofline shall parallel the existing slope. Although, the
applicant has proposed a flat membrane style roof rather than gabled roof to reduce building height by
three feet.
Lighting
Outdoor lighting must be down directed and shielded. Outdoor lighting is only allowed to illuminate the
entrances of buildings, outdoor gathering areas, and walkways. The applicant has not provided a lighting
plan but has suggested she will use all down-directed lights to keep light pollution to a minimum. The
applicant will be required to submit a detailed plan prior to construction.
Landscape
Lots in the FR zone are required to retain at least 80% of the lot as natural open space or landscape. The
Kinesava Special Exception regulates the “lot coverage” on lots in the subdivision. Lot coverage is the
amount of the property covered by impervious surface. Lot coverage on lot 15 is limited to 20% of the
lot. The applicant has not included details on lot coverage.
The property currently has two prominent junipers on the ridge line adjacent to a large rock. The
grading ordinance requires the removal of any native vegetation over a certain height to be replaced
with the same or similar species (section 10-15B-4(A)). The applicant plans to remove one Juniper tree
and replace it with two similar trees. They have included a landscaping plan showing the location of five
Juniper Trees with the intention to relate the building design and general enhancement of the site.
The applicant is also proposing a Green Roof comprised of mostly Sedums due to the harsh exposure of
a roof top.
The pathway surrounding the home will be a combination of natural materials and tinted concrete to
match the surroundings. The site plan demonstrates the incorporation of the building into the already
existing boulders and outcrops.
Colors and Materials
The residence will be stucco and steel siding with painted steel accents. There will be stone retaining
walls and wire railings. The surrounding patios and walk ways will consist of natural color tinted
concrete, natural granular surface, accent surfaces, and a section of open steel grate. The roof will be
membrane style Green Roof. Any section of the roof exposed will be required to comply with the Town
Code color palette, and painted to reduce glare from above.
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The applicant has not provided colors for the project but staff recommends a condition of approval that
requires the applicant to provide actual color and material samples prior to construction to verify the
actual materials comply with the color palette.
Kinesava Fire Protection Standards
The Kinesava Fire Protection Standards (part of the Kinesava Special Exception) require a four foot
accessible pathway around the entire structure for fire access. A defined access pathway is shown on
the site plan. There are no obstructions (such as grade changes, boulders, trees, etc.) around the
perimeter of the house that would prevent fire access. The pathway on the south elevation will be
cantilevered over the slope in order to meet the four-foot requirement.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Commission make specific findings regarding the proposed development as
follows:
1. Does the proposed development meet the standards for the FR zone?
a. Does the proposed structure meet requirements for high visual impact lots?
2. Does the proposed development comply with the requirements of the Kinesava Special
Exception Permit?
Sample Motion Language
The Planning Commission APPROVES / DENIES the residential Design/Development Review for Kinesava
Lot 15. The motion is based on the following findings:
List Findings
If the commission approves the development, staff recommends the following conditions:
1. The applicant must verify exterior colors and materials for the structure on the Town’s color
palette prior to the issuance of a building permit.
2. The applicant must provide details of outdoor lighting to the DCD prior to a building permit
being issued.
3. The applicant must provide a detailed landscaping plan for the Green Roof to DCD for approval.
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To Members of the Planning Commission, Town of Springdale DCD, and other interested parties,
My remarks are regarding the Design/Development Review -Kinesava Lot 15. As owner of Kinesava Lot
16, I have great interest in how this property gets developed, but I will be out of town for the meeting,
so please accept these written comments in lieu of my presence on Dec. 5th.
Lot 15 is a challenging lot on which to build for many reasons, and I commend the architect on his design
which both creates an interesting, esthetically pleasing structure while preserving the natural beauty of
the lot. I appreciate the intent to not disturb the existing juniper trees and the intent to highlight some
beautiful boulders on the property. The absence of windows on the West elevation reflects
consideration for the privacy and light infiltration issues affecting the four houses directly above lot 15
and for that I am appreciative. I love the idea of a Green Roof!
I do, however, have some concerns centered primarily on three issues regarding the design.
One, it is unclear to me if the Special Exemption Permit requirements have been met. I would urge the
Commission and the DCD staff to speak specifically to whether or not the design reflects the language of
the Special Exception Permit and to articulate what, if any, items need to be addressed.
Secondly, I believe my view of the Navajo Sandstone maybe obstructed. Town Code item 10-9A-13-C1
states:
C. Design Standards For View Obstructing Parcels: All parcels designated as "view obstructing"
parcels as per subsection 10-9A-10B4 of this article are subject to the design standards of this
subsection. View obstructing parcels are designated as such because they impact the natural
views and vistas enjoyed from surrounding properties. The design standards of this subsection
are intended to mitigate the impact a proposed structure will have on natural vistas as enjoyed
from adjacent properties.
1. Building Height: Structure height shall be governed by section 10-9A-10 of this article
and chapter 15A of this title, except that the height of any proposed structure on a view obstructing
parcel
shall not exceed the greater of either: a) the lowest height which would cause the
structure to not interrupt views of the vertical cliff faces of the Navajo Sandstone from any point not
on the
subject parcel and within three hundred fifty feet (350’) of the proposed
structure, or b) twenty feet (20’) as calculated by chapter 15A of this title.

I understand the building height is proposed to be 17’ which is lower than the 20’ accommodation high
visibility lots are subject to, but I believe that even at 17’ there are locations on my property where the
view of the Navajo Sandstone will be obstructed. I would like to request the Town conduct an analysis of
this concern before approving the design.
My third concern is regarding Town Code item 10-9A-13-C2b:
“Topography: The proposed structure shall be placed in the lowest topographic area of the lot as
feasible, unless this would increase view obstruction on surrounding properties, interfere with natural
drainages, or disturb slopes of thirty percent (30%) or greater."

It’s unclear to me how the bedroom suite area and the cantilevered walkway will be constructed
without disturbing the slope which appears to me to be 30% or greater. Has this been analyzed by the
DCD?
In closing, I appreciate your time and effort in reviewing this Design/Development Review for Lot 15 and
for allowing public input, and I hope the above concerns get addressed and appropriate analysis be
conducted prior to approval to insure decisions are made consistent with the Town Code and its intent.
I wish Ihnsouk Guim well in her endeavor.
Sincerely,
Ann Hinckley

December 3, 2019
Re: Design/Development Review – Kinesava Lot 15
Members of the Planning Commission, Town of Springdale DCD and other interested
parties
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Design/Development Review -Kinesava Lot
15. My wife Betsy and I are hoping to purchase a home in the Kinesava Development and
therefore are very interested in this specific development and its impact on the property we
hope to purchase. Unfortunately we are unable to be present at the meeting on December 5th
but hope you are able to take our comments into consideration.
We have reviewed the materials as well as the pertinent sections of the Town Code and the
Kinesava Development - Special Exception Permit and have the following comments.
Development on Lot 15 is challenging for a variety of reasons. First off it is about half the size
of the required lot size for this residential zone. It would not be a permitted lot today. In fact,
you have to go back 26 years in order for this lot to meet the standards at the time. The lot
itself is on a ridge line that is very narrow with steep slopes, a number of mature junipers and
substantial amounts of boulders and other topographic challenges. Designing a residence and
garage that can be accommodated on this lot while still meeting the standards and goals of the
General Plan and the standards and guidelines of the town code is extremely difficult. It may be
one reason why it has taken so many years for this lot to be developed.
The proposed design is a commendable attempt to address and mitigate the constraints of the
lot; however it remains unclear if it is meeting the standards and further design changes may be
necessary to comply.
This is a High Visual Impact Lot that contains numerous additional requirements. It is unclear if
all these requirements have been met. For example it is difficult to conceive that a design that
includes structures and walkways that are cantilevered out over the natural topography "blends
with the natural topography". Related to this is the requirement that slopes of 30% or more
remain undisturbed. It is unclear whether these slopes are undisturbed with the proposed
design or if it is only previously disturbed slopes that are impacted. The very specific
landscaping requirements associated with High Visual impact Lots are not addressed in any
detail.
The design is designated as a "View Obstructing Parcel" as it obstructs views of Navajo
Sandstone from adjacent parcels. This is not addressed in the staff report.

Design Standards For View Obstructing Parcels are as follows:
View obstructing parcels are designated as such because they impact the natural views and
vistas enjoyed from surrounding properties. The design standards of this subsection are
intended to mitigate the impact a proposed structure will have on natural vistas as enjoyed
from adjacent properties.
1. Building Height: Structure height shall be governed by section 10-9A-10 of this article
and chapter 15A of this title, except that the height of any proposed structure on a view
obstructing parcel shall not exceed the greater of either: a) the lowest height which would
cause the structure to not interrupt views of the vertical cliff faces of the Navajo Sandstone
from any point not on the subject parcel and within three hundred fifty feet (350') of the
proposed structure, or b) twenty feet (20') as calculated by chapter 15A of this title.
2. Building Placement: The proposed structure shall be placed on the parcel so as to minimize
view obstruction from surrounding properties. The following items shall combine to designate
an appropriate building site:
a. Distance From Existing Structures: The proposed structure shall be placed as far away from
existing structures that will suffer view obstruction as possible, if such distance reduces view
obstruction.
b. Topography: The proposed structure shall be placed in the lowest topographic area of the lot
as feasible, unless this would increase view obstruction on surrounding properties, interfere
with natural drainages, or disturb slopes of thirty percent (30%) or greater.
3. Building Element And Roof Orientation: Rooflines, roof parapets, gable ends, chimneys, and
other such building elements shall be oriented in such a manner as to minimize view
obstruction of the Navajo Sandstone from properties within three hundred fifty feet (350') of
the proposed structure.
4. Landscaping: Drought tolerant desert vegetation shall be planted to screen the view of the
structure from any existing structure that will suffer view obstruction. (Ord. 2006-04, 2-8-2006)
Has the proposed structure been placed as far away as possible to alleviate view obstruction?
Is the proposed structure placed in the lowest topographic area of the lot?
Will drought tolerant vegetation be planted to screen the structure from existing view
obstructed structures?
The report also provides no detail or opinion as to whether all of the requirements of the
Kinesava Special Exception Permit have been met. These are in some cases very technical
requirements that are not easily discernible by the general public.

Given the steepness of the lot and the presence of numerous large boulders the potential for
safety issues during construction and with the design is an issue that should be addressed as
well.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide input. We want to reiterate that we believe this
is a very creative and laudable attempt to meet town requirements on a substandard lot.
However, we do not believe that enough information and analysis is provided to make this
determination and that additional design modifications could be necessary to meet the intent
and specifics of Springdale's General Plan, Town Code and Kinesava Development - Special
Exception Permit.
Sincerely,
Kurt Chilcott

From: Gary Hunter <
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2019 3:15 PM
To: DCD@infowest.com
Subject: Lot 15 Kinesava Estates

>

Tom Dansie
Town Of Springdale
This letter is in regards to the home being built on lot 15 in Kinesava Estates.
This lot has some extreme challenges, being a high visual lot to the Town Of Springdale and Kinesava
Estates, considering the size and shape of the lot.
I believe that the Special Exceptions that the town created before allowing Kinesava to be developed
must be adhered. All other homes which have been built in Kinesava were required to adhere to these
Special Exceptions.
I have another concern about the fire lane on Parunuweap Circle which is in front of my home. I am
concerned this fire lane could be blocked during construction This could be a big problem for everyone
encluding homeowners,contractors and the fire department.
Regards,
Gary Hunter
Lot 18

January 11, 2019
Re: Design/Development Review – Kinesava Lot 15
Members of the Planning Commission, Town of Springdale DCD and other interested
parties
This correspondence is an addendum and update to the letter of December 3rd provided to DCD
staff and the Planning Commission on the December 5th hearing on Kinesava Lot 15.
My wife Betsy and I are now owners of an adjacent property at 103 Parunuweap Circle. Our
home is one of the properties that is impacted as a View Obstructing Parcel as the proposed
development obstructs views of Navajo Sandstone from our property. Unfortunately, we are
unable to be present at the meeting on January 16th but hope you can take our comments into
consideration.
We have reviewed the materials as well as the pertinent sections of the Town Code and the
Kinesava Development - Special Exception Permit. We have also reviewed the comments and
concerns of the Kinesava HOA and agree with their position and comments. We would also
provide (and reiterate) the following comments.
Development on Lot 15 is challenging for a variety of reasons. First off it is about half the size
of the required lot size for this residential zone. It would not be a permitted lot today. In fact,
you have to go back 26 years in order for this lot to meet the standards at the time. The lot
itself is on a ridge line that is very narrow with steep slopes, a number of mature junipers and
substantial amounts of boulders and other topographic challenges. Designing a residence and
garage that can be accommodated on this lot while still meeting the standards and goals of the
General Plan and the standards and guidelines of the town code is extremely difficult. It may be
one reason why it has taken so many years for this lot to be developed.
The proposed design attempts to address and mitigate the constraints of the lot; however, it
remains unclear if it is meeting the standards and whether further design changes may be
necessary to comply. It is unclear because the applicant has not provided any analysis as to how
the design complies with the Town Code nor has staff provided assurances in their report that
this analysis has been done.
The burden of proof is on the applicant to make the case for compliance, staff can then weigh
in with their independent review and recommendation and the Planning Commission can then
make an informed decision. Currently the process has been lacking and therefore we would
encourage you to delay any action till a complete analysis and responsible thorough process is
undertaken.
This is a High Visual Impact Lot that contains numerous additional requirements. It is unclear if
all these requirements have been met. For example it is difficult to conceive that a design that

includes structures and walkways that are cantilevered out over the natural topography "blends
with the natural topography". Is there precedent for approving designs in this zone that
cantilevered over 30% slopes?
Related to this is the requirement that slopes of 30% or more remain undisturbed. It is unclear
whether these slopes are undisturbed with the proposed design or if it is only previously
disturbed slopes that are impacted.
The very specific landscaping requirements associated with High Visual impact Lots are not
addressed in any detail.
The design is designated as a "View Obstructing Parcel" as it obstructs views of Navajo
Sandstone from adjacent parcels. This is not analyzed in the staff report.
Design Standards For View Obstructing Parcels are as follows:
View obstructing parcels are designated as such because they impact the natural views and
vistas enjoyed from surrounding properties. The design standards of this subsection are
intended to mitigate the impact a proposed structure will have on natural vistas as enjoyed
from adjacent properties.
1. Building Height: Structure height shall be governed by section 10-9A-10 of this article
and chapter 15A of this title, except that the height of any proposed structure on a view
obstructing parcel shall not exceed the greater of either: a) the lowest height which would
cause the structure to not interrupt views of the vertical cliff faces of the Navajo Sandstone
from any point not on the subject parcel and within three hundred fifty feet (350') of the
proposed structure, or b) twenty feet (20') as calculated by chapter 15A of this title.
2. Building Placement: The proposed structure shall be placed on the parcel so as to minimize
view obstruction from surrounding properties. The following items shall combine to designate
an appropriate building site:
a. Distance From Existing Structures: The proposed structure shall be placed as far away from
existing structures that will suffer view obstruction as possible, if such distance reduces view
obstruction.
b. Topography: The proposed structure shall be placed in the lowest topographic area of the lot
as feasible, unless this would increase view obstruction on surrounding properties, interfere
with natural drainages, or disturb slopes of thirty percent (30%) or greater.
3. Building Element And Roof Orientation: Rooflines, roof parapets, gable ends, chimneys, and
other such building elements shall be oriented in such a manner as to minimize view
obstruction of the Navajo Sandstone from properties within three hundred fifty feet (350') of
the proposed structure.

4. Landscaping: Drought tolerant desert vegetation shall be planted to screen the view of the
structure from any existing structure that will suffer view obstruction. (Ord. 2006-04, 2-8-2006)
It is not possible to determine if these standards have been met. Example of questions that
should be addressed include:
Has the proposed structure been placed as far away as possible to alleviate view obstruction?
Is the proposed structure placed in the lowest topographic area of the lot?
Will drought tolerant vegetation be planted to screen the structure from existing view
obstructed structures?
Until the applicant and staff can address these specific requirements and answer these specific
questions, it is difficult for the Planning Commission and the public to come to an informed
determination of compliance.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide input. We want to reiterate that we believe this
is a credible attempt to meet town requirements on a substandard lot. However, we do not
believe that enough information and analysis is provided to make this determination and that
additional design modifications could be necessary to meet the intent and specifics of
Springdale's General Plan, Town Code and Kinesava Development - Special Exception Permit.
Sincerely,
Kurt Chilcott

Memorandum
To:
Planning Commission
From:
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
Date:
January 11, 2019
Re:
January 16, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting
Design / Development Review – Residential and Office Space, 198 Zion Park Boulevard
Overview
Dennis Brooks has applied for a DDR for a new building that will contain a housing unit and office
building at 198 Zion Park Boulevard. The proposed building is located at the rear of the parking area on
the property.
The property is adjacent to the Springdale landslide. There is a significant drainage that flows through
the property near where the proposed building will be located. The Commission reviewed this proposed
in the December meeting and expressed concern about the location of the proposed development in
relation to these hazards. The Commission requested that the applicant provide additional details on
how the proposed development will be protected from unreasonable risk of damage (see Town Code
section 10-11B-12(A)).
In response to these concerns the applicant has submitted an engineering report documenting the flood
risk associated with the drainage. A copy of the engineer’s report is attached. It identifies the extents of
the 100-year floor hazard on the property. According to the engineer’s analysis, the existing drainage
swale on the property has the capacity to accommodate a 100-year flood event. The engineer
recommends installing rip-rap bank protection on the side of the swale near the proposed structure to
prevent breech of the swale by erosion.
The applicant’s contractor has also analyzed the slopes surrounding the development and will be
prepared to address the Commission on strategies to protect the development from rockfall and earth
movement hazards.
The Commission should review the additional materials and testimony regarding natural hazards and
the steps the applicant is taking to reduce risk associated with these hazards. The Commission should
then determine if the development will “place real or personal property and/or individuals at
unreasonable risk of harm or injury.” (10-11B-12(A)) Staff notes the standard for the Commission to
consider is “unreasonable risk” from natural hazard. Due to the dynamic nature associated with the
Town’s geologic setting, most properties in the Town are at some degree of risk from natural hazard.
Eliminating all risk from natural hazard on properties is unrealistic. In the subject application the
Commission needs to decide if the proposed development is at “unreasonable risk” of natural hazard.
Staff’s analysis of the proposal from the December Planning Commission meeting packet material
follows.
Applicable Ordinances
The Commission should review the following code chapters or sections:
1. Chapter 10-11B: Village Commercial Zone
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2. Chapter 10-16: Architectural Standards and Design Guidelines
Staff Analysis
Building Size
The maximum building size in the VC zone is 5,000 square feet. The proposed building measures 1,152
square feet.
Setbacks
The setbacks in the VC zone are 30 feet in the front, 10 feet on the sides, and 20 feet in the rear. The site
plan shows the proposed structure meeting these setbacks.
Building Height
The maximum building height in the VC zone is 26 feet above grade. The proposed building is shown at
19 feet, five inches in height.
Landscape
The landscape ordinance requires the property to be at least 60% landscape or natural open space, with
at least 30% of the property being landscaped. The vast majority of the property will be left in natural
open space—over 60% of the property. There is existing landscaping around the restaurant building on
the property. No additional landscape is proposed with the building.
Illumination
There are three outdoor light sconces shown on the building plans, located at entrances to the building.
However, there are no details about the type of light sconces proposed for use. Staff recommends a
condition of approval that requires the applicant to provide light details prior to a building permit being
issued.
Colors and Materials
The propose building will have stucco exterior finish. The applicant has not provided details on the color
of stucco to be used. Staff recommends the Commission require additional detail about stucco color
prior to a building permit being issued.
Parking
There are 18 parking spaces currently on the property. The restaurant requires ten spaces. This leaves
eight spaces to support the employee housing and office use.
Slopes, Drainage, and Landslide
The proposed building is placed near the toe of the Springdale landslide. The slope behind the building is
steeper than 30% in grade. The building is located near a significant drainage. All of these add hazard
and risk to the development. The Commission may wish to discuss these risks with the applicant,
especially in light of section 10-11B-12(A).
The site plan shows development very near to slopes 30% or greater in grade. The Commission may wish
to emphasize the need to keep disturbance off slopes 30% in grade and steeper.
Sample Motion Language
The Commission may wish to use the following sample motion language in making a motion on this
project:
2

The Planning Commission Approves/Denies the proposed Design/Development Review for the employee
housing and office building at 198 Zion Park Boulevard. The motion is based on the following findings:
[LIST FINDINGS]
If making a motion of approval, staff recommends the following conditions of approval:
1- The applicant must provide details on the types of sconces use for building mounted lighting to
the DCD prior to a building permit being issued.
2- No development or disturbance is allowed on the 30% slopes located behind the proposed
building.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of Landmark Testing & Engineering=s geotechnical investigation
for an apartment structure located in Springdale, UT. Figure 1 is a Vicinity Map showing the
general location of the project relative to surrounding features. Figure 2 is a Site Map showing the
proposed site with approximate test pit locations completed for this investigation.
This investigation was completed to assist in developing opinions and recommendations
concerning site earthwork and foundation design.

2.0

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION

It is our understanding that construction on the site is to consist of a two-story apartment building
with a footprint of approximately 20-feet by 22-feet. The building is expected to be a wood framed
structure on a deep foundation. Typical footing loads are expected to range from 1,500 to 2,500
pounds per lineal foot for a two-story structure. Individual column loads of 15 kips are also
anticipated. Should design loads vary significantly from those presented in this report Landmark
should be contacted to review the details and provide modifications to the recommendations, as
appropriate.

3.0

SITE SETTING

3.1

SURFACE CONDITIONS

The area investigated for this report is located west of the Thai Sapa restaurant parking lot, as
shown in Figure 2. We understand that the bottom elevation of proposed structure is to be at
approximately the current elevation of the parking lot. The existing ground surface at the proposed
location of the structure is at an elevation approximately 6-7 feet higher than the parking lot
elevation and is located at the mouth of a wash. There is currently a ditch along the north side of
the south slope to divert runoff water away from the parking lot area. The site is at the toe of the
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Springdale (Balanced Rock) landslide which moved in 1992. There are two lobes of the landslide,
SW and NW of the proposed structure location. The face of the slopes appears to be slopewash
and are steep with some loose cobbles and boulders. There are several trees and bushes within the
proposed structure area.

3.2

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The western edge is mapped as Mass-movement deposits (Qmsc)1, and is part of the Springdale
(Balanced Rock) landslide which moved in 1992. The proposed building location is on younger
alluvial fan deposits, overlying the Petrified Forest Member of the Chinle formation. The Petrified
Forest Member contains the brightly colored clays known locally as “blue clay” and are expansive.

3.3

SEISMICITY

Seismicity at the site was determined using the United States Geological Survey, Earthquake
Hazards Program website. The following values are presented to assist with seismic design:
➢ Site Class = D (Stiff Soil), based on the ASCE7 (Table 20.3.1) as referenced in 2012 IBC
1613.3.2
➢ Latitude = 37.19806, Longitude = -112.99204
Period (sec)

Sa (g)

Site Class

0.2

0.494 SS

B

1.0

0.155 S1

B

0.2

0.463 SDS

D

1.0

0.225 SD1

D

1 Knudsen, T.R., and Lund, W.R., 2014, Geologic hazards of the State Route 9 Corridor, La Verkin City to Town
of Springdale, Washington County, Utah: Utah Geological Survey Special Study 148, 13 p.
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3.4

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

Fault Rupture
The two major faults in the area, the Hurricane fault and the Sevier Toroweap fault are located
approximately 15 miles west and 18 miles east of the site, respectively. Recent mapping identifies
the faults with Quaternary movement and are considered active. Although surface rupture at the
site is considered unlikely, strong ground motion at the site is possible and should be considered
in design.
Landslide Hazard
The site is at the toe of the Springdale (Balanced Rock) landslide which moved in 1992. The slide
mass moved along the Petrified Forest Member of the Chinle Formation and the landslide is still
considered active with a very high hazard designation.
Liquefaction Hazard
Groundwater was not encountered in any of the test pits. Clay is prevalent throughout the western
portion of the site and difficult excavating conditions were also noted. Therefore, the liquefaction
potential is considered low.
Rockfall Hazard
Knudsen and Lund show the property in a high rockfall area. The combination of steep slopes
capped by well-jointed, resistant bedrock formations provides ample opportunity to generate rock
falls. Bedrock units particularly susceptible to rock fall in the area include the Shinarump
Conglomerate Member of the Chinle Formation and Springdale Sandstone Member of the Kayenta
Formation. Avoidance of such rockfalls may not be possible and probability of damage to property
and cause of injury or loss of life is mapped high at this location (Knudsen and Lund, 2014). Loose
cobbles and boulders were observed on the adjacent slopes. Damage to the structure may occur if
these cobbles and boulders were to become mobile.
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4.0

INVESTIGATION

4.1

FIELD INVESTIGATION

Two test pits where excavated and one boring was drilled on the project site, as shown in Figure
2, to determine subsurface conditions. It was not possible for the drill rig to access the west side
of the proposed structure location for drilling. A Case 580 Super M was used to excavate test pits
TP-1 and TP-2 on the west side of the proposed structure location. The test pits were excavated
11.5 to 12.5 feet in depth. The boring was drilled to a depth of 30.5 feet. The surface of B-1 is
approximately 6-7 feet lower in elevation than the surface of TP-1 and TP-2.
Our test pit investigation indicates that subsurface conditions generally consisted of slightly moist,
loose to medium dense, silty sand with varying amounts of sandstone cobbles and boulders. Weak
claystone was encountered in test pit TP-2 at 9 feet of depth to bottom of excavation, 12.5 feet.
The boring log indicates subsurface soils at B-1 consists of moist, medium dense, clayey sand
overlying dense to medium dense silty sand with gravel to a depth of 9.5 feet. Slightly moist, hard
lean clay was encountered from 9.5 feet to bottom of the boring, at 30.5 feet. A 1.5-foot layer of
claystone was encountered at 24.5 feet.
The logs for each test pits and boring are presented on Figures 3 through 5. A key to the soil
classifications used on the logs is presented on Figure 6.

4.2

LABORATORY TESTING

Soil samples from the test pits and boring were taken to our St. George laboratory for testing. Tests
performed on the samples included moisture content, sieve analyses, Atterberg Limits, and
consolidation tests. Laboratory tests classify the soils as silty sands with sandstone gravel, clays
sand, and lean clays. Cobbles and boulders were not included in laboratory soil classification.
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Three consolidation tests were conducted on soil samples. Collapses ranged from 0.1% up to 9.6%
when wetted with an applied load. The results of the laboratory tests are shown on the test pit and
test hole logs on Figures 3 through 5 and consolidation reports are included in Figures 8 through
10. Samples of the claystone exhibited negligible movement when tested, however, previous
testing conducted on samples in the vicinity, which were similar, have shown the claystone to have
a moderate to high swell potential.

5.0

ENGINEERRING ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

FOUNDATION

The location of the proposed structure is underlain by expansive clay of the Petrified Forest
Member of the Chinle Formation. Some of the existing structures in the area are established upon
a deep foundation system with elevated grade beams and we recommend a deep foundation system
for the proposed structure.
It should be clearly understood that the underlying clay will swell if it becomes wet and nearsurface movement of porches, patios, sidewalks, or drive-way slabs should be expected over time
as the result of pipe breaks, leakage, or inadequate drainage. Strict drainage and moisture control
will be required even with a deep foundation system.
We recommend establishing the structure on drilled piers extending a minimum of 30 feet below
the existing surface grade (at least 20 feet into the clay).
The following recommendations should be followed for pier design and installation:
1.

A minimum dead load pressure of 10,000 psf should be maintained on the pier to resist
potential expansion of the clays. An allowable skin friction value of 1,000 psf may be used
for the portion of pier extending below 10 feet. Piers should be spaced as far apart as
practical in order to achieve the minimum dead load pressure. Piers should be spaced at
least 3 diameters apart.
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2.

Piers should extend at least 30 feet. Where the 10,000 psf dead load cannot be maintained,
such as at pop-outs or bay windows, the piers should extend an additional 5 feet.

3.

Concrete piers should be reinforced the full length to resist potential uplift loads. Potential
uplift forces may be calculated using at least 10 feet of pier length with a skin friction value
of 1,000 psf. Reinforcement should extend into grade beams and foundation walls.

4.

Micro-piles are an acceptable deep foundation system as long as the design parameters are
followed, and design is completed by a structural engineer. Inspection should ensure that
design lengths are achieved, the holes are properly cleaned, proper placement of the rebar,
and suitable cover is achieved. Due to the hardness and adhesion of the clay we do not
recommend helical piers.

5.

Laterally loaded piers should be at least three diameters apart and may be designed utilizing
the parameters in the following table.
Soil

Total Unit

ε50

Friction

Cohesion

Lateral

Unconfined

Modulus of

Type

Weight

(in/in)

Angle

(psf)

Modulus

Compressive

Elasticity

(pci)

Strength (psf)

(psi)

810

4,000

14,000

(pcf)

Lean

115.0

0.004

NA

2,000

clay
6.

Grout should be placed in the pier excavations immediately after the excavations are
cleaned and inspected. Pumping or tremie methods of grout placement are recommended
to minimize segregation of the concrete.

7.

A minimum 8 inches of continuous void space should be provided beneath the grade beams
and foundation walls supported on piers to concentrate dead loads onto the piers and
prevent the soil from exerting uplift pressures on the bottom of the grade beams. It is
imperative that the void space be maintained throughout the life of the structure and that
backfill adjacent to the grade beams is not allowed to fill the void space.

8.

Pier installation should be observed full time by competent personnel to assure that
adequate bearing is achieved, cleanout is performed, and the re-bar and grout are properly
placed.

9.

Mushrooming or enlargement at the top of piers should be avoided during pier drilling and
subsequent construction operations.
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10.

Grout should be continuously poured to the bottom of the grade beams such that
construction joints are not formed.

11.

Ensure that exterior concrete elements are not placed beneath protruding components of
the building that may limit free vertical movement of the concrete element. This includes
porches, driveways, and sidewalks that may be poured adjacent to the structure.

5.2

EARTHWORK AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

Garage slabs (if not supported on deep foundations), patios, walkways, and porches should be freefloating and ensure that they are not placed beneath protruding components of the building that
would limit free movement of these elements. Patios and walkways should be supported on a
minimum of 12-inches of structural fill.
The structural fill below near-surface elements should be 3-inch minus material and contain
sufficient fines (minus #200 sieve) to achieve a relatively impervious material. A fines content
ranging from 15 to 40 percent is recommended and the fines should range from non-plastic to a
plasticity index of 10. The existing on-site silty sand may meet the requirements of structural fill,
provided it is free of roots and other deleterious materials and should be placed according to
structural fill standards as subsequently discussed. Existing soils may need to be screened in order
to meet structural fill requirements.
Structural fill, including any suitable on-site fill, should be evenly spread on a horizontal plane in
maximum eight-inch thick loose lifts at a moisture content of optimum or within two percent of
optimum and compacted to at least 95 percent of the maximum dry density (ASTM D-1557).
It should be emphasized that expansive clay will exist below structural fill on which structural
elements such as garages, porches, and patios will be established. The underlying clay will swell
if it becomes wet and near-surface movement should be expected over time as the result of pipe
breaks, leakage, or inadequate drainage. Strict drainage and moisture control will be required even
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with a deep foundation system.

6.0

CUT AND FILL SLOPES

We understand that the material west of the parking lot will be cut approximately 6-7 feet to
achieve the desired elevation. We strongly recommend that cutting into the current slope be
minimal. It should be clearly understood that the existing landslide adjacent to the slope is active
and all efforts should be made to minimize disturbance at the toe of the landslide. Although cuts
of short duration may be acceptable, any landslide movement in this area, whether construction
related or not, will be perceived as being caused by construction.
Gravity block or concrete retaining structures are recommended to minimize extensive excavation
to install geogrid. Any walls should include a drainage system behind the walls to minimize
loading of the walls. We do not recommend using clayey soil for wall backfill and that cuts be less
than eight feet in height, if possible.
Permanent slopes within silty sand should be maintained at a slope of one vertical to two horizontal
(1V:2H) or flatter unless structurally retained. If structurally retained, retaining structures should
be limited to 8 feet, if possible. Grading of both cut and fill slopes should be such that surface
water is directed away from the slopes and not concentrated on slopes or in unprotected channels.
All excavations should conform to OSHA standards. Lateral earth pressures for wall designs are
presented in the following section.

7.0

LATERAL EARTH PRESSURES

Lateral loads imposed on footings may be resisted by the development of passive earth pressures
against the sides of footings and friction between the base of the footing and the supporting soils.
Lateral earth pressure values are presented in the following table.
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Case Evaluated

Soil Type

Value
35 psf/ft

Active

On-site silty sand

At-Rest

On-site silty sand

55 psf/ft

Passive

On-site silty sand

440 psf/ft

55 psf/ft (with seismic)

390 psf/ft (with seismic)
Coefficient of friction
tan(φ*0.6) where φ = 34o

On-site silty sand,
Structural Fill

0.37

The lateral earth pressures presented do not include any safety factors except where the friction
angle (φ) used to determine the coefficient of friction has been multiplied by 0.6 to account for
smooth contact conditions. The pressures also assume horizontal backfill and that the backfill is in
a drained condition with no build-up of hydrostatic pressure. The additional effects of sloping
backfill, surcharge, structural loads and groundwater conditions should be included in calculating
lateral earth pressures. Backfill should be placed in accordance with the requirements of structural
fill except that backfill in landscape and areas that will not be subject to structural loadings may
be reduced to 90% of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM D-1557.

8.0

MOISTURE CONTROL

This soils report provides recommendations for site preparation and foundation design. Inadequate
surface drainage or failure to control moisture will result in excessive differential movement of
slabs, walkways, porches, or patios and structural damage, regardless of the site preparation. The
following moisture control measures are recommended:
(1)

Once the finish floor elevation has been established, the site grades should be
constructed and maintained to drain surface and roof runoff away from the building
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foundation at a slope of ten percent for at least ten feet beyond the structure. The
ground surface should be graded to drain away from the building in all directions.
Water should not be allowed to pond adjacent to foundations or on-site.
(2)

Roof runoff should be collected, and downspouts should be designed to discharge
collected water to the adjacent roadways. There appears to be adequate fall from the
existing grade to the roadway.

(3)

Xeriscape (landscaping that eliminates the need for supplemental irrigation of
plants) is recommended within 10 feet of the building foundation. Bubblers,
although more efficient than sprinkler irrigation, still have a significant potential of
introducing excessive water into the ground and saturating foundation soils.
Bubblers are not recommended in the 10 feet buffer zone area. As an alternative,
sealed bottom planter boxes may be used.

(4)

Inadequate compaction of utility trench backfill provides a conduit for water
migration. All utility trenches within the building footprint and extending 5 feet
beyond the footprint should be backfilled with structural fill similar to that approved
for the foundations. Backfill adjacent to structures should be compacted to at least
90 percent of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM D-1557 and the
minimum slope requirements should be followed. Backfill beneath structures and
the garage slab should be compacted to at least 95% of the maximum dry density.

(5)

Grading should be such that surface water is directed away from all cut and fill
slopes and collected only in channels protected against erosion. Water should not be
allowed to pond on-site. Gutters and downspouts should be installed to collect
precipitation, and the downspouts should be piped to divert water away from the
foundation.

It should be emphasized that final grading and landscaping generally occurs after construction of
the structure and observation of these features is outside of normal geotechnical inspection and
observation. The developer/contractor is responsible to ensure that these surface drainage and
moisture control recommendations are followed throughout the life of the structure.

9.0

SOIL CORROSIVITY

Soils in the area have been shown to be severely corrosive to concrete structures. It is
recommended that concrete mixes be designed for severe corrosive potential. This includes 4,500
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psi concrete and a low water to cement ratio. It is recommended that all concrete be designed in
accordance with ACI 318, Section 4.3. Buried pipes should be plastic (PVC or HDPE) instead of
metal, where possible.

10.0 FOUNDATION REVIEW AND TESTING
We recommend that full time observation be completed during pier installation to evaluate pier
depths and construction methods.

11.0 LIMITATIONS
The exploratory data presented in this report were collected to provide geotechnical design
recommendations for this project and subsurface site descriptions represent conditions observed
at the time and at the location explored. The exploration points may not be indicative of subsurface
conditions between the points explored or outside the study area, and conditions may change with
passage of time.
If subsurface conditions are encountered that are significantly different than those reported herein,
Landmark should be contacted immediately for the continued applicability of the
recommendations contained herein. In the event changes to the project are made that differ from
those presented in this report, Landmark should be made aware of the changes. Landmark will
provide written verification that the recommendations and conclusions remain valid or that
modifications are required.
This report is not intended to be used as a bid document. Any information concerning the
environmental conditions of the site is beyond the scope of this geotechnical study. This
geotechnical report has been prepared to meet the specific needs of our client and may not be
appropriate to satisfy the needs of other users.
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VICINITY MAP
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Figure 1

TP-2

B-1

TP-1

Surface of B-1 is approximately 7 feet lower in elevation than the surface of TP-1 and TP-2.
SITE MAP
LANDMARK PROJECT 18486

Figure 2

DATE STARTED 9/17/18

TEST PIT NUMBER TP-1

COMPLETED 9/17/18

EXCAVATION METHOD Case 580 Super M
LOGGED BY Steven Wells

EXCAVATION COMPANY Allen Lee

CHECKED BY Russ Owens

AT TIME OF EXCAVATION ---

FINES (%)

18

35

17

Other Tests

SAND (%)

MECHANICAL
GRADATION

GRAVEL (%)

PLASTICITY
INDEX

ATTERBERG
LIMITS

LIQUID
LIMIT

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

MOISTURE
CONTENT (%)

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

AT END OF EXCAVATION ---

SAMPLE TYPE
NUMBER

DEPTH
(ft)
GRAPHIC
LOG

NOTES

0.0

ELEVATION

GROUND WATER LEVELS:

SILTY SAND WITH COBBLES (SM), brown, dry, loose.

LEAN CLAY (CL), purple, slighty moist, stiff.
SILTY SAND WITH COBBLES (SM), brown, slightly moist, 12-inch
minus cobbles, medium dense.

LANDMARK TEST PIT - LANDMARK NEW.GDT - 10/22/18 15:52 - P:\2004 LIBRARY\GEOTECHNICAL REPORTS - 2018\18486 THAI SAPA APARTMENT\THAI SAPA.GPJ

2.5
SILTY SAND WITH COBBLES AND BOULDERS (SM), brown,
slightly moist, 24-inch minus boulders, medium dense.

5.0

7.5

1
4.7
2
SILTY SAND WITH COBBLES AND BOULDERS (SM), brown,
slightly moist, 24-inch minus boulders, medium dense.

10.0

Stratified with 6" to 12" thick gray- blue claystone

Bottom of test pit at 11.5 feet.

Landmark Testing and Engineering
795 East Factory Drive
St. George, UT 84790
Telephone: 435-986-0566
Fax: 435-986-0568

PROJECT NAME Thai Sapa Apartment Structure
CLIENT Dennis Brooks
PROJECT NUMBER 18486
PROJECT LOCATION Springdale, UT

Figure No. 3

DATE STARTED 9/17/18

TEST PIT NUMBER TP-2

COMPLETED 9/17/18

EXCAVATION METHOD Case 580 Super M
LOGGED BY Steven Wells

EXCAVATION COMPANY Allen Lee

CHECKED BY Russ Owens

AT TIME OF EXCAVATION ---

Other Tests

FINES (%)

SAND (%)

MECHANICAL
GRADATION

GRAVEL (%)

5.9

PLASTICITY
INDEX

89.4

ATTERBERG
LIMITS

LIQUID
LIMIT

MOISTURE
CONTENT (%)

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

AT END OF EXCAVATION ---

SAMPLE TYPE
NUMBER

DEPTH
(ft)
GRAPHIC
LOG

NOTES

0.0

ELEVATION

GROUND WATER LEVELS:

SANDY SILT (ML), dry, loose.

1

SILTY SAND WITH COBBLES AND BOULDERS (SM), brown,
slightly moist, 24-inch minus boulders, loose

2

SILTY SAND (SM), brown, weakly cemented, medium dense.
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2.5

5.0

7.5
9.6% Collapse @ 1000
psf

Stratified layers of gypsum crystals, 1/4" to 1/2" thick.
CLAYSTONE, gray-purple, dry, weak rock.
10.0
3

12.5
Bottom of test pit at 12.5 feet.
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Figure No. 4

BORING NUMBER B-1
DATE STARTED 10/1/18

COMPLETED 10/1/18

DRILLING METHOD Hollow-Stem Auger
LOGGED BY Steven Wells

DRILLING COMPANY PCI

CHECKED BY Russ Owens

AT TIME OF DRILLING ---

SAND (%)

FINES (%)

26

11

14

37

49

Other Tests

GRAVEL (%)

MECHANICAL
GRADATION

PLASTICITY
INDEX

ATTERBERG
LIMITS

LIQUID
LIMIT

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

MOISTURE
CONTENT (%)

DRY UNIT WT.
(pcf)

BLOWCOUNTS
(3" Sampler)

AT END OF DRILLING --SAMPLE TYPE
NUMBER

DEPTH
(ft)
GRAPHIC
LOG

NOTES

0

ELEVATION

GROUND WATER LEVELS:

2" of Asphalt
4" of Roadbase
CLAYEY SAND (SC), brown, moist, medium dense.
1

20

2

55

3
4

41

107.4 6.7
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5

10
5
6

92 in
10"

SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL (SM), brown, moist, dense to
medium dense

LEAN CLAY (CL), purple, slightly moist, blocky structure,
hard.

114.4 6.0

4.9

29

30

41

0.1% Collapse @ 1000
psf

107.7 9.2

15
7

36 in
2"

38

20

8

50 in
5"

33

17

9

25 in
2"

20

25
CLAYSTONE, purple, weak rock.

0.3% Collapse @ 2000
psf

105.6 8.4

LEAN CLAY (CL), grayish purple, moist, hard.

30
10

38 in
8"

45

Bottom of borehole at 31.0 feet.

Landmark Testing and Engineering
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Fax: 435-986-0568
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Figure No. 5

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Clayey gravels, gravel-sand-clay mixtures

SW

Well graded sands or gravelly sand mixtures little or no fines.

SP

Poorly graded sands or gravelly sand mixtures little or no fines.

SM

Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures

SC

Clayey sands, sand-clay mixtures

ML

Inorganic silts and very fine sands, rock flour, silty fine sands
or clayey silts with slight plasticity

CL

Inorganic clays of low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays,
sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays.

OL

Organic silts and organic silty clays of low plasticity

MH

Inorganic silts, micaceous of diatomaceous fine sand or silty
soils, elastic silts

CH

Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays

OH

Organic clays of medium to high plasticity, organic silty clays,
organic silts

PT

Peat and other highly organic soils

No. 10 to No. 40

2.00 to 0.42

No. 40 to No. 200

0.420 to 0.074
Below 0.074

Bucket Sample

60

in
e

4.76 to 2.00

"L

4.76 to 0.074

No. 4 to No. 10

ine

No. 4 to No. 200

Auger Cuttings

"L

19.1 to 4.76

"U

3/4" to No. 4

OH

76.2 to 19.1

or

3" to 3/4"

Bag Sample

CH

76.2 to 4.76

OL

3" to No. 4

MH or OH

or

305 to 76.2

Block Sample

CL

12" to 3"

Relatively
Undisturbed Sample

50

Above 305

PLASTICITY CURVE

40

Above 12"

Below No. 200

GC

30

BOULDERS
COBBLES
GRAVEL
Coarse
Fine
SAND
Coarse
Medium
Fine
SILT & CLAY

Silty gravels, gravel-sand-silt mixtures
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CLIENT Dennis Brooks
PROJECT NUMBER 18486
PROJECT LOCATION Springdale, UT

Figure No. 6

TABLE 1
LABORATORY TEST SUMMARY
Project:
Client:

Thai Sapa Apartment
Dennis Brooks

Project No.

MECHANICAL GRADATION
DEPTH BELOW
TEST HOLE
GROUND
/ PIT NO.
SURFACE (FT.)
TP-1

7.0

TP-1

9.0

TP-2

1.5

TP-2

8.0

TP-2
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B-1
B-1
B-1

8.0

MOISTURE IN-PLACE DRY
CONTENT (%) DENSITY (PCF)

4.7

89.4

3.5

6.7

107.4

6.0

6.0

114.4

8.5
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B-1

11.0

GRAVEL
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SAND
(%)

FINES
(%)
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LIQUID
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PLASTICITY
INDEX

MODIFIED PROCTOR / CBR
MOVEMENT @ WATER SOLUBLE
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FIGURE 7

CONSOLIDATION REPORT

Client: Dennis Brooks

Date of Report: 9/26/2018
Reviewed By:
Lab#: 18SG4102

Project: Thai Sapa Apartment

Project #: 18486

Location: Springdale
Type of Sample:

Sampled By: S. Wells
SM

Tested By: N. Deschamps

Location of Sample: Test Pit 2 at 8"

Authorized By: Client

Date: 9/17/2018
Date: 9/18/2018
Date: 9/17/2018

COLLAPSE/SWELL CURVE
10
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FIGURE 8

CONSOLIDATION REPORT

Client: Dennis Brooks

Date of Report: 10/15/2018

Lab#: 18SG4329
Project: Thai Sapa Apartment

Project #: 18486

Location: Springdale
Type of Sample:

Sampled By: S. Wells
CL-ML

Tested By: C. Forsyth

Location of Sample: Boring 1 at 11.0"

Authorized By: Client

Date: 10/1/2018
Date: 10/8/2018
Date: 10/1/2018
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FIGURE 9

CONSOLIDATION REPORT

Client: Dennis Brooks

Date of Report: 10/15/2018
Reviewed By:
Lab#: 18SG4334

Project: Thai Sapa Apartment

Project #: 18486

Location: Springdale
Type of Sample:

Sampled By: S. Wells
CL

Tested By: C. Forsyth

Location of Sample: Boring 1 at 25.5'

Authorized By: Client

Date: 10/1/2018
Date: 10/8/2018
Date: 10/1/2018
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FIGURE 10

Memorandum
To:
Planning Commission
From:
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
Date:
December 28, 2018
Re:
January 2, 2018 Planning Commission Meeting
General Plan Priorities
The General Plan is the guiding document that establishes the vision for the future growth and
development of the Town. However, the General Plan has no regulatory in and of itself. It is through
ordinances and policies that the vision of the General Plan is implemented. If the Town’s ordinances and
policies are not in line with the General Plan, then the vision established in the General Plan will never
be realized.
For this reason, the General Plan directs the Planning Commission and Town Council to assess priorities
from the plan at least annually, and then make a plan of action to implement these priorities (see GP
Chapter 14: Implementation).
The Commission should review all sections of the General Plan and be prepared to discuss which goals,
objectives, and strategies should be priority items for the Town to implement.
The priorities identified in the General Plan (as of 2016) are:
1- Enforcement of Building Ordinances and Planning Decisions / Building Appearance Ordinances
Status: The Town has hired a Code Enforcement Officer to enforce ordinances. The Community
Development Department has also adopted a schedule of regular monitoring inspections of
active development projects. These actions have helped the Town identify and correct a number
of ordinance violations / deviations from approved plans and address such early in the process.
The Town has put an emphasis on enforcement and as a result the number of ordinance
violations in the Town has decreased. Of course, there will continue to be properties that are in
violation of the Town Code, and some violations take longer to resolve than others. So this
should continue to remain a Town priority.
2- Pedestrian Oriented Streetscape
Status: The Town went to considerable expense in the recent SR9 reconstruction project to create
a more pedestrian oriented streetscape: wider sidewalks, crosswalks, bike lanes, and other
improvements have been added. The Town is currently doing an analysis of our signage and
wayfinding for pedestrians to continue to improve. Also, the Town is continuing to work on
adding bicycle infrastructure. The Town has made great progress on this priority and has a
number of projects in the works to continue implementing this policy.
3- Parking, Traffic, and Transit
Status: The Town has completely updated and reworked parking management in the Town. As a
result, the parking congestion problems that plagued the Town for many years have been largely
resolved. The Town is working with other Washington County entities to bring public transit

service from St. George to Springdale. Funding for this project is secured. A system will be
operational as soon as 2020.
4- Virgin River Protection
Status: The Town is in the middle of a Virgin River Management Plan, designed to protect the
health of the Virgin River Corridor. This Plan is scheduled to be complete early 2019. Following
the completion of the Plan there will be additional ordinance and policy revisions. This work will
likely fall into 2020. Staff recommends this item continue to be a priority.
5- Lodging Establishments that are Compatible with the Village Scale and Atmosphere
Status: The Town conducting a community forum on lodging in January 2017 to begin addressing
this issue. The Commission is continuing the address the issue through ordinance revisions to the
lodging regulations.
6- Housing Diversity and Affordability
Status: Based on direction in the Plan, the Commission adopted an Accessory Dwelling Unit
ordinance and a Cottage Housing Development ordinance. The Town has received applications
for two cottage housing developments. The Planning Commission is currently working on
revisions to the cottage housing ordinance.
7- Open Space and Town Trails
Status: The Town has secured right-of-way to extend the Town trail south past the Tree’s Ranch
property. New trails were developed in the Moeanve subdivision, the Town is working to improve
these with a hard surface. The Town is also working with other regional entities to develop a
multi-use trail from Springdale to Hurricane. The Town continues to budget a small amount each
year for open space acquisition. However, meaningful open space acquisition will only be
feasible with funding from bigger sources (e.g. foundations, grants, voter approved bonds, etc.).
More work could be done on open space preservation.
8- Capital Facilities Planning / Public Infrastructure
Status: The Town goes through a capital budgeting process each year as part of the annual
budget process. The Town has recently completed a new water treatment plant that will
enhance the quality and quantity of the Town’s water treatment capabilities.
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